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Experimental studies are carried out to investigate the effects of the geometrical parameters
with a drag reducing spike on a hemispherical forebody in a supersonic freestream ofM∞ = 2.0
at 0◦ angle of attack. The spike length (l/D = 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0), spike stem diameter (d/D =
0.06, 0.12, 0.18), and spike tip shapes are varied and their influence on the time-averaged, and
time-resolved flow field are examined. When l/D increases, a significant reduction in drag (cd)
is achieved at l/D = 1.5, whereas the variation in d/D has only a minor effect. The intensity
of the shock-related unsteadiness is reduced with an increase in d/D to d/D = 0.18, whereas
changes in l/D have a negligible effect. The effects of spike tip geometry are studied by replacing
the sharp spike tip with a hemispherical one having three different base shapes (vertical base,
circular base, and elliptical base). Hemispherical spike tip with a vertical base is performing
better by reducing cd and flow unsteadiness. The dominant Spatio-temporal mode arising
due to the shock-related unsteadiness is represented through modal analysis of time-resolved
shadowgraph images and the findings are consistent with the other measurements.
I. Nomenclature
α = Amplitude from DMD analysis
Cp = Pressure coefficient
Cd = Over all drag coefficient
Cd,base = Base drag coefficient
cd = Forebody drag coefficient
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∆t = Time step size (s)
DMD = Dynamic mode decomposition
D = Base body diameter (mm)
d = Spike stem diameter (mm)
 = Semi-cone angle (◦)
f = Frequency (Hz)
γ = Specific heat ratio
I = Image intesity
l = Spike length (mm)
κ = Pressure fluctuation intensity
M∞ = Freestream Mach number
ν∞ = Freestream kinematic viscosity (m2/s)
psd = Power Spectral Density
POD = Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
Φ1 (x, y) = Dominant POD spatial mode
P0 = Free stream total pressure (Pa)
P∞ = Free stream static pressure (Pa)
Prms = Root-Mean-Square pressure (Pa)
P = Mean pressure (Pa)
P′ = Pressure fluctuation (Pa)
ReD = Reynolds number based on base body diameter
ρ∞ = Freestream density (kg/m3)
S = Surface distance along the forebody (mm)
SWTBL = shock-wave turbulent boundary layer interactions
t = Time (s)
Θ (x, y) = DMD spatial modes
T0 = Freestream total temperature (K)
T∞ = Freestream static temperature (K)
U∞ = Freestream velocity
ζ = Pressure loading
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II. Introduction
Hemispherical blunt bodies flying at supersonic speeds find their applications in various categories of aerospace
vehicles and missiles ([1–4]). The need for housing a payload makes the use of a blunt forebody shape inevitable due to
its larger volumetric capability. However, relative to aero-streamlined shapes, at these speeds, the blunt forebody shape is
exposed to a higher drag and aero-heating problems caused by the increase in the surface pressure distribution associated
with the formation of a detached shock wave ahead of it. Among the various means to reduce the encountered wave drag,
mounting a slender rod, termed as ‘spike/aerospike’ [1] at the stagnation point of the blunt body is commonly used. The
mounted spike in front of the blunt body changes the entire flow structure by transforming the single strong bow shock
into a system of weaker oblique shock waves as shown in Figure 1. In the spiked bodies, the flow separates from the
spike stem and further downstream, near the shoulder of the blunt body, it reattaches again. Due to the separation and
reattachment of the flow, shock systems are formed near the point of separation (separation shock) and the point of
reattachment (reattachment shock), in addition to the formation of a weak shock at the spike tip. The separated flow over
the spike stem leads to the generation of a recirculation region bounded by the inner stem and the outer separated free
shear layer. The recirculation region screens a large portion of the body surface from the external flow and thereby
reduces the strength of the stronger bow shock formed in front of the base body without a spike. Consequently, the
associated surface pressure distribution and drag are significantly reduced ([5]).
Fig. 1 Typical schematic showing the basic flow features encountered at a given instant over a hemispherical
body (a) without a spike, and (b) mounted with a sharp tip spike, at a supersonic freestream flowMach number
(M∞ = 2). Flow is from left to right.
Successful reduction in drag (cd) utilizing spikes at both supersonic and hypersonic flow regimes is well-known from
the past reported investigations. Alexander [6] was the first to suggest experimentally the use of an aerospike for drag
reduction on blunt bodies at supersonic speeds in the range of 1 < M∞ < 1.37. Jones [2] conducted an experimental
investigation at M∞ = 2.72 on flow separation from spike mounted blunt forebodies. He explained the mechanism of
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flow separation caused by the mounted spike, its governing criteria, and the effect of spike length. He observed that the
lowest drag coefficient was achieved for the longest spike that maintained the flow separation at the spike tip. Piland and
Putland [1] are considered to be the first to use the term ‘spike’, though they did not get any appreciable reduction in cd
in the range of 0.7 < M∞ < 1.3.
The solution of Navier-Stokes equations using finite-difference approach in two-dimensional (2D) axisymmetric
computational domains was applied in [7] to investigate the formation and development of the flow separation caused by
a pointed spike mounted ahead of the front surface of a cylinder at subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers ranging in
the range of 0.5 < M∞ < 3.0. He also varied the spike length (up to l/D=3.25) and discussed the roles of M∞, ReD , and
l/D on the size of the separation region formed. In his study, the size of the separation region was found to decrease with
a reduction in ReD whereas, the size increased with an increase in M∞ until 1.4. In addition, a non-conical separation
region was also seen to be formed along the l/D, while changing the l/D from 0 to 2. Paskonov and Cheranova [8]
solved computationally the flow field around a cone cylindrical and a flat cylindrical models equipped with a pointed
aerospike at supersonic speeds. They studied the effect of l/D on the flow structure up to a l/D = 1.0, for which they
obtained a maximum drag reduction of 28.5%. Hutt and Howe [9] found that increasing the l/D of a forward facing
aerodynamic spike mounted on a family of supersonic blunt cone nosed bodies, reduces cd only up to a critical value of
l/D. They used different spike cross-sections and reported that the triangular one showed improved benefits in lift
performance. Yamauchi, Fujii and Higashino [10] also studied numerically the flow field around an aerospike fitted
blunt body at M∞ = 2.01, 4.14, 6.80 for different l/D=0.5, 1.0 and 2.0. They reported that the area of the recirculation
region formed by mounting a spike increases with spike length and thereby reduces the pressure level and the associated
cd . The influence of M∞ on the size of the separated region was found to be minimal.
Milicev and Pavlovic [11] showed that the effectiveness of the aerospikes can be increased further using flat faced or
hemispherical faced spikes called the aerodisks. Das et. al [12] observed a drag reduction of up to 68% at M∞ = 2.0
with spikes having sharp and hemispherical blunt tips. Similar studies were conducted at hypersonic speeds (M∞ > 5)
and a successful reduction of drag upon mounting a spike were reported ([13], [4], [14] and [15]). The effect of aerodisks
on drag as well as heat flux reduction of a hemispherical body using numerical simulations at Min f ty = 4.9 has been
reported by Huang et al., [16]. They reported a maximum drag reduction of 54.92% and that the reduction of drag is
proportional to the length of the spike and the diameter of the aerodisk. However, these parameters have a minimal
impact on the static temperature distribution. Recently, Zhong & Yan [17], studied the effect of an aerodisk on drag
reduction for an elliptical blunt body moving at a hypersonic speed of M∞ = 5.0 using numerical simulations and
reported a maximum drag reduction of 41.9%.
Along with the reduction of cd, the mounted spike generates severe flow unsteadiness that cannot be ignored as
it could lead to a loss of maneuverability and structural failure. Mair [18] was the first to record the unstable flow
phenomena on different spiked blunt bodies (Hemispheres, Flat cylinders and a 2-dimensional equivalent model) at
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M∞ = 1.96. He reported a significant reduction in the level of flow unsteadiness by changing the flat-face body to a
hemispherical shape. Maull [19] also reported the disappearance of the unsteadiness in the hemispherical spiked body
configuration at a higher freestream Mach number of M∞ = 6.8. Later, in the 1980s, few of the researchers ([20, 21]
and [22]) measured the pressure fluctuations over a near hemispherical base body resembling the Trident missile model
at supersonic speed. They measured large pressure fluctuations (30% of the dynamic freestream pressure) on the sides
of the spike base at transonic speeds. In addition, they also reported even higher-pressure fluctuations (42% of the
dynamic freestream pressure) as the angle of attack is increased above 7◦. Other investigators ([13], [23] and [24])
conducted numerical studies and also observed unsteady flow over spiked blunt hemisphere bodies at hypersonic speeds.
In addition, Sahoo et al., [25] reported the presence of flow unsteadiness over a spiked hemispherical forebody, based on
computations and experiments. They measured the pressure fluctuations at several locations along the hemispherical
forebody mounted with spikes of different shapes and sizes at M∞ = 2.0. Xue at al., [26] used detached eddy simulations
and captured the two distinct instability modes of flow unsteadiness (oscillation and pulsation) arising over an aerodisk
mounted blunt body at a freestream Mach number of M∞ = 2.0.
In the last two decades, many investigators have reported the usage of different active and passive control techniques
on the spiked bodies to achieve a flow field with superior heat transfer and drag reduction capabilities, but only a few
have focused on the flow unsteadiness. The review paper of Huang and Chen [27] lists out many such studies, focusing
mainly on drag and heat flux reduction and they are conducted primarily by numerical simulations. This motivates the
authors to perform a detailed experimental parametric studies on the spiked blunt bodies addressing particularly drag
reduction and flow unsteadiness.
In the present research, parametric studies are carried out using time-averaged and time-resolved experiments over
a hemispherical forebody mounted with and without sharp tip spikes of different diameters (d) and lengths (l) at a
freestream Mach number of M∞ = 2.0 and at 0◦ angle of attack. In addition, the effect of the spike tip geometry is also
presented by replacing the sharp tip spike with a hemispherical one having three different base shapes (vertical, circular,
and elliptical). Following the introduction, a detail description of the experimentation procedure is given including
details about the facility, geometrical aspects of the selected configurations, and a brief layout of the measurement and
data analysis methodology. The next section provides details about the operating conditions, and the uncertainties
observed in the experimentation and data analysis. In the results and discussions section, the effect of spike diameter
(d/D), spike length (l/D) and spike tip geometry on the time-averaged and time-resolved flow field are presented and
supplemented through modal analysis from the time-resolved shadowgraph images. The last section carries the major
conclusions of the present investigations.
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III. Experimentation
The experiments were carried out in the blowdown supersonic wind-tunnel available at the Faculty of Aerospace
Engineering, Technion-Israel Institute of Technology. Details of the facility, model geometry and measurement
methodology adopted in the present work are provided in following sub-sections.
A. Facility
Figure 2 shows the layout of the blowdown supersonic wind tunnel facility. The compressed air to the wind-tunnel is
drawn from 48 balloons, each having a storage volume of 0.6 m3 at 20 MPa. The storage balloons are charged using a
400 kW, 5-stage piston-type air compressor at a discharge rate of 0.5 m3/s. The tunnel has a fixed test section size of
400 mm (width), 500 mm (height) and 1000 mm (length). It is designed with a variable throat convergent-divergent
(CD) nozzle that can generate a freestream flow of Mach number in the range of 1.6 < M∞ < 3.5. Before storing the
compressed air, moisture and impurities are removed using appropriate filter systems. The compressed air flow entering
the stagnation chamber from the air storage is controlled by a pneumatic control valve. Freestream flow conditions (see
Table 1) are established in the constant area in the test section. The side walls of the test section are mounted with
optical quality glass windows (BK-7) (550 mm in length and 300 mm in height) to enable flow visualization studies.
Inside the test section, models are mounted on a downstream sting to enable force and pressure measurements. After
flowing past the test section, the air is discharged to the ambient surrounding through a constant-area duct having a
similar size as that of the test section.
B. Model geometry
A hemispherical blunt body having a base diameter (D) of 50 mm, overall length of 1.5D and a sharp tip spike
having a semi-cone angle of  = 10◦, has been utilized for the present study. Spikes with a fixed stem diameter (d)
of 6 mm (0.12D) are employed to study the effect of spike length (l/D), ranging from [l/D]=0.5 to 2.0 (in steps of
0.5). Spikes with a fixed length (l) of 50 mm (D) are used to study the effect of spike diameter (d/D), ranging from
[d/D]=0.06 to 0.18 (in steps of 0.06). Primary geometrical details of the configurations utilized in the present study are
shown in Figure 3. The cross-sectional area of the test model results in only 0.98% blockage in the test section provided
the angle of attack is kept at 0◦.
C. Measurement methodology
The flow field has been visualized using the standard ‘Z-type’ shadowgraph technique [29]. A high intensity plasma
light (white light) source of 25 W has been used to produce the required light intensity for the shadowgraph imaging. The
light passes through a slit which forms the point light source for shadowgraphy. A phantom V211 model, monochrome,
12-bit high-speed camera has been utilized to capture the shadowgraph images. The time-averaged flow field has been
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Fig. 2 Schematic of the supersonic wind tunnel with a ‘Z-type’ shadowgraph imaging [28] setup that is used to
study the shock-related unsteadiness in the hemispherical spiked body configurations at a freestream supersonic
flow Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Flow is from left to right.
Fig. 3 Schematic showing the primary geometrical parameters describing the hemispherical forebody configu-
ration with a sharp tip spike. Different sharp tip spike lengths (l/D) and diameters (d/D) adopted in the present
experiments are shown. The origin is at the spike tip. The azimuthal location (P(y, z)) of a point anywhere on
the model surface is represented using the circumferential angle (φ). Flow is from left to right.
obtained from the high resolution (1280 × 800) shadowgraph images recorded at a lower frame rate of f = 2200 Hz
and a relatively long exposure time of 5 µs. A set of 1000 frames has been used to obtain the time-averaged image.
Furthermore, time-resolved flow fields have been obtained at a higher frame rate of f = 43000 Hz while keeping
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the minimal available exposure time of 2 µs in order to capture the shock related unsteadiness associated with the
hemispherical spiked body. Relatively low frame resolution (256 × 160) has been utilized to record the time-resolved
flow field with a higher frame rate and least exposure time. Typical time-averaged and instantaneous∗ shadowgraph
images obtained over a hemispherical forebody configuration without and with a sharp tip spike (l/D=1.5; d/D=0.12)
are shown in Figure 4a and b, where the dominant flow features are marked. In case of the forebody without the
spike (Figure 4-i), a strong bow shock is seen whose strength could be correlated to the thickness of the shock from
the shadowgraph image itself. For a body with a sharp tip spike as shown in Figure 4-ii, the strong bow shock has
disappeared and replaced with a system of weak oblique shocks. The decrement in shock thickness as observed from the
shadowgraph image of Figure 4-ii is once again a representation of weaker shock strength.
Fig. 4 Typical shadowgraph images showing the dominant flow features observed around a hemispherical
forebody configuration without (left, i) and with (right, ii) a sharp tip spike (l/D = 1.5, d/D = 0.12) using (a)
time-averaged (
I¯) and (b) instantaneous (‖I ‖) time-resolved shadowgraph imaging at a freestream supersonic
flow Mach number M∞ = 2.0. Flow features: 1. Weak leading edge shock, 2. Expansion fan, 3. Separation
shock, 4. Separated free shear layer, 5. Re-circulation region, 6. Reattachment shock, 7. Large scale structures,
8. Shocklets. In case of the forebody without a spike, a strong bow shock is seen. Flow is from left to right
The drag measurements have been carried out on the hemispherical forebody mounted with various spike geometries
∗Corresponding time-resolved shadowgraph video file is given in the supplementary under the name ‘video7’ and ‘video5’.
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using an in-house built six component strain gauge balance. The balance which has the capability of measuring axial
and normal forces of 50 kg and 250 kg, respectively, is powered by a DC voltage of 18 V. The utilized strain-gauge type
force-balance system measures the overall drag coefficient (Cd). However, for all practical purposes, the forebody drag
coefficient (cd) is preferred. In the present study, the forebody drag coefficient (cd) is calculated by subtracting the
measured base drag coefficient (Cd,base) from the measured overall drag coefficient (Cd). For this purpose, a pressure
sensor has been mounted at the base of the model to provide the base drag coefficient ([30]). All the measured outputs
have been acquired using a National Instruments data acquisition system (NI-DAQ) which includes 32 sequential
measuring channels. All the analogue channels have a sampling rate of 250 kilo sample per second. Before getting
transferred to a computer, the acquired signals have been filtered, amplified, and converted into digital datasets.
Honeywell static pressure sensors having a maximum range of 50 psi have been used for mean static pressure
measurements. The pressure sensors have been powered with a DC voltage of 10 V. The sensors have been mounted at 9
different locations along the hemispherical forebody surface as shown in Figure 5a. In order to measure the unsteady
pressure fluctuations generated over the hemispherical forebody surface, unsteady pressure transducer (XCL-100-50A,
Make: Kulite), having a maximum frequency response of 250 kHz has been used. The transducer is flush mounted
near the reattachment point at a surface location of S/D=0.4 and φ = 90◦ as shown in Figure 5b. Here, ’S’ denotes the
distance along the surface of the forebody from the axis (or the stagnation point in the absence of a spike). A sampling
rate of 50 kHz over a duration of 2 s has been utilized for the present experiments to acquire unsteady pressure signal.
The filtered and unfiltered static pressure data measured at the tunnel wall during the entire run of a typical test can be
seen in Figure 6a. All the experimental data have been acquired during the steady test time as indicated in Figure 6a.
Typical unsteady pressure signals measured near the shoulder of the hemispherical forebody without and with a sharp tip
spike of length, [l/D]=1.0 and diameter, [d/D]=0.12 are shown in Figure 7. These pressure signals are then processed
to extract the power spectral density (psd) for all the cases of hemispherical spiked body configurations used in the
present study.
Fig. 5 Schematic showing the location of the (a) mean static pressure measurements and (b) unsteady pressure
fluctuation measurement. Here S denotes the distance along the surface of the hemisphere starting from the
axis.
Modal analysis using POD (Proper Orthogonal Decomposition) and DMD (Dynamic Mode Decomposition) has
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Fig. 6 A typical wall static pressure signal (unfiltered & filtered) observed during the supersonic wind tunnel
operation defining the achievable steady test time of about few seconds to acquire all the steady/unsteady signals
and images. The location of the current pressure measurement is shown in Figure 2 as P∞. The freestream
Mach number (M∞) is 2.0, and the freestream static pressure (P∞) is 43908.88 Pa.
been carried out on the time-resolved shadowgraph images to supplement the findings from the unsteady pressure
measurements. The classic snapshot method of modal analysis has been adopted with the obtained shadowgraph images
([31–33], [34], [35],[36]). The images have been pre-processed to remove anomalies from the parasite reflections
from the glass window or the fluctuations in the utilized light source ([37]). Recommendations provided by Rao and
Karthick [38] are followed to minimize the aliasing and exposure effects. Nearly 1000 images have been found to be
enough for representing the statistics through modal analysis. The dominant spatial mode (Φ1(x, y)) are extracted from
the POD analysis and the overall dynamic temporal spectra (α [Θ (x, y)] , f ) are extracted from the DMD analysis as
detailed in [36].
D. Operating conditions
All the experiments have been carried out at a freestream Mach number (M∞) of 2.0 with a settling chamber pressure
(P0) of 3.5 bar. The free stream Reynolds number based on the hemispherical forebody diameter (ReD) is 2.16 ×106.
Before starting the experiments, necessary wind tunnel calibration for M∞ has been conducted. From the unsteady
pressure measurements at the wall of the test section, the normalized free stream static pressure fluctuations intensity in
the supersonic tunnel has been calculated to be 1.57% (see equation 2) which defines the turbulence level of the wind
tunnel. Table 1 shows the tunnel operating conditions during the experiments.
IV. Uncertainty
Data convergence and repeatability have been ensured by repeating each experiment at least 3 times and the reported
data are the ensemble average of the multiple runs. The uncertainty in the unsteady pressure measurement is estimated
to be less than ±5%. Similarly, the uncertainty of the drag coefficient is estimated to be less than ±5%. The uncertainties
in the measurements of other derived quantities in the present work are listed in Table 1. In the modal analysis also, the
reported values are the ensemble average of the multiple sets performed for the individual cases. The total uncertainty
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Fig. 7 Typical unsteady pressure fluctuations observed over the hemispherical forebody at [S/D] = 0.4 (line:
black-without spike, red-with a sharp tip spike of [l/D]=1.5 and [d/D]=0.12) in a freestream supersonic flow
Mach number M∞ = 2.0.
Table 1 Freestream flow conditions achieved in the test section of the blowdown type supersonic wind tunnel
during the present investigation.
Quantities Values∗
Total Pressure (P0, Pa) 347910.52±5%
Total Temperature (T0, K) 294.46±2%
Freestream Temperature (T∞, K) 163.59±2%
Freestream Pressure (P∞, Pa) 43908.88±5%
Freestream Density (ρ∞, kg/m3) 0.935±5%
Freestream Velocity (U∞, m/s) 515.15±2%
Freestream Kinematic Viscosity (ν∞, m2/s) 1.116 × 10−5±2%
Freestream Mach number (M∞) 2.01±1%
Reynolds number based on D (ReD = U∞D/ν∞) 2.159 × 106±5%
*uncertainty is given in percentage about the measured values
involved in the spatial mode representation including the error propagation in the image processing routines and the
calibration procedure is estimated to be around ±4%. The total uncertainty in the temporal mode representation is
estimated to be around ±3%.
V. Results and Discussion
A. Effect of the spike diameter (d) and spike length (l)
1. Investigation of time-averaged flow field
Figure 8a and b show the time-averaged shadowgraph images obtained over a hemisphere with a sharp spike tip
of l/D=1.5 and d/D=0.12 using the operation of I¯ and I¯ − Irms at a M∞=2.0. Features with image artifacts are
present in regular operation of
I¯ as shown in Figure 8a whereas those have been removed during the operation ofI¯ − Irms as shown in Figure 8b. In addition, the later operation also marks the location of dynamic (unsteady) events
clearly. The key flow features are marked in Figure 8a and b which includes the weak leading edge shock, the separated
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shock originated from the spike tip shoulder, the adjacent separated free shear layer bounding the re-circulation region
and extending to the hemispherical forebody near the shoulder, where the reattachment shock is formed. Due to the
turning of the flow across the separation shock in the presence of a re-circulation region, the flow turn angle required
near the forebody is reduced, and consequently, the strength of the shock wave (reattachment shock) at the reattachment
region weakens in comparison with the body having no spike (see Figure 4(i)). Later, the flow is turned back to the
freestream direction through the formation of a series of expansion fans (not shown in figure).
As mentioned earlier, the re-circulation region formed while mounting the spike screens the front surface of the
hemisphere from the supersonic freestream flow. A system of weak oblique shock waves forms ahead of the body. This
results in a change in the pressure distribution over the hemisphere body and the associated wave drag experienced
by the body. The change in the flow features, the mean static pressure distribution and the drag experienced by the
forebody while varying the parameters (spike diameter-d, and length-l) of the sharp tip spike are further discussed in the
following paragraphs.
Fig. 8 Typical time-averaged shadowgraph image obtained through the operation of (a)
I¯ and (b)I¯ − Irms showing the dominant flow features observed around a hemispherical body with a sharp tip spike
(l/D = 1.5, d/D = 0.12) at a freestream supersonic flow Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Flow features: 1. Weak
leading edge shock; 2. Separation shock; 3. Separated shear layer, 4. Re-circulation region; 5. Reattachment
shock; 6. Expansion fan, 7. Window defects/image artifacts, 8. Reattachment point, 9. Separation point. Flow
is from left to right.
Effect of the spike diameter (d):
In order to investigate the effect of the spike diameter (d), sharp tip spikes of a constant length (l/D = 1) and
different spike diameters (d/D = 0.06, 0.12and0.18), have been used. The corresponding time-averaged shadowgraph
images are shown in Figure 9a. With the change in d/D, no significant change in the flow features is observed. The
reattachment point is found to be generated around a fixed location for all the d/D. However, a small variation in the
size of the re-circulation region can be noticed as the separation point rises radially upward with an increase in d/D.
The locations of the flow reattachment point (S/D) have been obtained by performing a suitable calibration on the
time-averaged shadowgraph images of all the cases and are plotted in Figure 10. In Figure 10a, the variation in the
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location of reattachment point with the increase in spike diameter (d) is shown. As stated, based on the shadowgraph
images, no significant variation in the location of the reattachment point is observed. However, the flow turn angle near
the reattachment point varies due to the increment of cone angle formed by the re-circulation region at the point of
separation. The separation point moves between 0.25 to 0.5 as d/D increases (Figure 9). Thus, with increase in d/D,
the cone angle increases for a constant reattachment point and hence, the strength of the separation shock and flow turn
angle near the reattachment point increases too. As a consequence, the strength of the reattachment shock will also
increase. Hence, variations of similar order are expected in the wall static pressure near the reattachment point as well
as in the cd values (will be discussed, eventually).
Surface or wall static pressure measurements have been carried out at different locations on the hemispherical
forebody with and without a spike of different (d/D) and the results are shown in Figure 11a. A significant reduction in
the level of static pressure distribution on the hemispherical forebody is observed due to the adoption of a spike and hence
a reduction in drag is also expected. However, as deduced from the analysis of the time-averaged shadowgraph images,
a slight increase in static pressure distribution on the hemispherical forebody is observed while increasing the spike
diameter from [d/D]=0.06 to [d/D]=0.18. The present findings along with the postulates based on the time-averaged
shadowgraph images imply a slight increase in drag value with increase in the spike diameter. The peak of each one
of the pressure distribution curves obtained over the hemispherical spiked bodies, corresponds to the location of the
reattachment point on the hemispherical body from where the reattachment shock is found to be generated. On closely
studying the pressure plots in Figure 11a within the given spatial resolution in the sensor placements, it is observed that
positions of the peaks of the pressure distributions are at the same location (S/D ≈ 0.39) for all d/D (see the solid trend
line in Figure 11a). This observation is consistent with the findings from the qualitative studies (using time-averaged
shadowgraph images) stating that the reattachment point remains almost fixed while increasing d/D (see Figure 10a).
The forebody drag coefficient (cd) for all the cases has also been measured using an in-house built strain gauge
balance. The effect of d/D on cd can be seen in Figure 12a. As expected from the time-averaged shadowgraph images
and static pressure measurements, a slight increase in the values of the drag coefficient with an increase of d/D up to
[d/D]=0.18 is observed. The measured cd are also tabulated in Table 2, indicating that within the uncertainty, a mild
change in cd is observed with increase in d/D.
Effect of the spike length (l):
In order to investigate the effect of the spike length (l/D) on the time-averaged flow features, a sharp tip spike of
constant stem diameter d = 0.12D has been used. The different spike lengths investigated in the present study are
l/D=0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. From Figure 9b it can be seen that, with an increase in l/D, the flow separation point along
the spike stem shifts downstream with a corresponding change in the separation shock strength as well. Such a shift in
the separation point has been observed till a critical spike length of l/D = 1.5. The re-circulation region between the
hemispherical forebody and the spike (bounded by the separated free shear layer) also increases with increase in l/D up
13
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Fig. 10 The effect of (a) spike diameter (d/D) and (b) spike length (l/D), on the location of the reattachment
point formed over the hemisphere forebody at a freestream supersonic Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Obtained
values are having an uncertainty of ±5% as they are acquired from the time-averaged shadowgraph images.
Solid circles represent the measured values. Dashed line shows the trend.
Fig. 11 The effect of (a) spike diameter (d/D) and (b) spike length (l/D), on the coefficient of measured wall
static pressure (Cp = 2(P− P∞)/γM2P∞) over the hemispherical forebody at a freestream supersonic flowMach
number of M∞ = 2.0. Solid circles represent the measured values. Solid line shows the trend.
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Fig. 12 The effect of (a) spike diameter (d/D) and (b) spike length (l/D), on the coefficient of measured
forebody drag (cd) at a freestream supersonic flow Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Black solid circles represent the
experimental points and dashed lines are the trend lines. Red solid circle represents the measured coefficient of
drag (cd) over a hemisphere without a spike (l/D = 0, d/D = 0).
to l/D = 1.5. On a further increase in l/D > 1.5, no more downstream movement of the separation point has been
observed from the hemispherical forebody. The change in the location of the separation point for increasing l/D in turn
leads to the shifting of the reattachment point over the shoulder of the hemispherical forebody. The unlikely change
of reattachment point for different l/D than for different d/D can be attributed to the upstream flow conditions. As
l/D increases, separation point occurs after the expansion fan near the sharp spike tip, especially for l/D > 1.0. The
separation point thus moves between 0 − 1.2D from the spike tip as l/D increases. Such a drastic variations alter the
flow turning angle and strength of the separation and reattachment shocks. Thickening boundary layer on the spike stem
as l/D increases, further adds complexity and results in moving the reattachment point upstream (l/D = 2.0). The
observations are consistent with the findings in Figure 10b. Similar results were also reported by Mair [18].
The measured static pressure distribution for the blunt body without and with a spike of different l/D can be seen
from Figure 11b. Similar to Figure 11a, a significant reduction in the time-averaged static pressure on the hemispherical
forebody is observed due to the adoption of a spike. The solid trend lines (Figure 11b) help in identifying the peaks of
the pressure distribution curves for a spike mounted hemisphere. Each peak corresponds to the associated reattachment
point which moves downstream with an increase in l/D. This observation is consistent with those made from the
time-averaged shadowgraph images (see Figure 9b). The downstream movement of the reattachment point over the
hemispherical forebody with an increase in l/D takes place up to l/D = 1.5, as seen in Figure 11b (see the solid trend
lines). A further increase in l/D > 1.5, causes the reattachment point to move back to upstream resulting in a pressure
distribution curve being similar to the one corresponding to the case of l/D = 1.0. Thus, a reduction in the value of cd
with increasing l/D up to l/D = 1.5 is anticipated.
The effect of l/D on cd obtained from the experiments is shown in Figure 12b. In accordance with time-averaged
shadowgraph and static pressure measurements, a reduction in the values of cd is observed with an increase l/D up to
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l/D = 1.5. A further increase in l/D to l/D = 2.0 results in increment of cd as expected from the discussions made in
the previous paragraph. Hence, it can be concluded that the percentage of cd reduction should increase with increase in
l/D up to an optimized spike length of l/D = 1.5 in the present study.
2. Investigation of time-resolved flow field
The change in dominant flow features around the hemispherical forebody resulting from the mounting of a sharp tip
spike has been observed and explained in the previous section. Considering the surface pressure distribution values and
percentage of drag reduction achieved from the parametric time-averaged study, a sharp tip spike with [l/D]=1.5 shows
a maximum drag reduction and stands out as the most efficient spike geometry. However, mounting of a drag reducing
spike also has a severe disadvantage associated with flow unsteadiness which needs to be taken into consideration while
looking for an efficient spike geometry. Therefore, a parametric time-resolved study is also required in order to compare
the level of flow unsteadiness associated with the set of spike geometries included in the present study.
The existence of low intensity shock related unsteadiness in the case of a forward facing step at a supersonic
free stream Mach number has already been reported in [39]. They reported that the free shear layer separating the
re-circulation region from the external flow may become unstable (with respect to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities) and
form large-scales structures. These structures interact with the separation shock and convect along the shear layer up to
the reattachment point. They also reported that the charging and ejection of fluid mass in the recirculation region is
the driving mechanism for the shock related unsteadiness. Thus, the shock related unsteadiness associated with the
hemispherical spiked body is expected to be similar with respect to the flow phenomena seen in shock-wave turbulent
boundary layer interactions (SWTBL) problems as induced by compression ramps, reflected shocks, protrusions, and
fins [40].
Figure 13 shows the time-resolved instantaneous shadowgraph images captured at time intervals of ∆t = 1/ f (where,
f = 43000 Hz) over the hemispherical forebody mounted with a sharp tip spike of l/D = 1.5 and d/D = 0.12. In the
supplementary, time-resolved shadowgraph video files corresponding to each of the cases are given.† The time-resolved
shadowgraph images indicate the generation of shocklets (as shown in Figure 4) near the separation point and their
downstream propagation along the free shear layer. With passage of time, the generation of large-scale structures due to
the existence of shear layer instabilities (Kelvin-Helmholtz type) can be observed convecting along the shear layer. The
large-scale structures results in the formation of shocklets which move downstream along the shear layer and interact
with the reattachment shock. Reattachment and separation shock foot oscillations associated with the charging and
ejection of fluid mass from the re-circulation region are also observed in Figure 13. For clarity, the reader is referred to
see the video given in the supplementary under the name ‘video5’ for the sharp tip spike case having a l/D = 1.5, and
†Shadowgraph video filenames for different cases: d/D = 0.06 in ‘video1’, d/D = 0.12 in ‘video2’, d/D = 0.18 in ‘video3’, l/D = 0.5 in
‘video4’, l/D = 1.5 in ‘video5’, l/D = 2.0 in ‘video6’, and ‘no spike’ in ‘video7’. Captions for each of the video files are given in a separate text file
called as ‘VideoCaptions’.
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Fig. 13 Instantaneous shadowgraph images obtained at different time intervals showing the difference in
dominant flow features observed around a hemispherical forebody when mounted with a typical sharp tip spike
(l/D = 1.5, d/D = 0.12) at a freestream supersonic flow Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Dominant flow features: 1.
Leading edge shock, 2. Shocklet, 3. Large scale structures, 4. Shocklet Moving downstream, 5. Reattachment
shock, 6. Separation shock, 7. Expansion fan, 8. Re-circulation region. Flow is from left to right.
d/D = 0.12.
To quantify the shock related unsteadiness generated by mounting a sharp tip spike on a hemispherical body,
unsteady pressure fluctuations have been measured near the shoulder (S/D = 0.4) of the spiked forebody configurations
as shown in Figure 7. The power spectral density (psd) of the pressure signal obtained from a hemisphere without
(black line) and with a spike of l/D=1.0 and d/D=0.12 (red line) are compared and presented in Figure 14. For the case
of a hemispherical forebody mounted with a typical sharp tip spike a broad band spectrum having a comparatively
higher amplitudes is observed, indicating a significant enhancement of flow unsteadiness. Similar studies have been
conducted with variations in geometrical parameters (length, l and diameter,d) of the sharp tip spike.
In order to investigate the effect of the spike geometrical parameters on the shock related unsteadiness, sharp tip
spike of different diameters (d/D=0.06 to 0.18, in steps of 0.06) and different lengths (l/D=0.5 to 2.0, in steps of
0.5) are considered. The level of pressure loading (ζ) and pressure fluctuations intensity (κ) on the shoulder of the
hemisphere have been derived from the unsteady pressure signals using equations 1 and 2, respectively, and they are
tabulated in Table 2.
ζ =
Prms
P∞
, (1)
κ =
Ps
Prms
. (2)
where,
Prms =
√
1
n
n∑
i=1
P2i , Ps =
√
1
n
n∑
i=1
(Pi − P)2, Pi = P + P′, P = 1n
n∑
i=1
Pi .
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Fig. 14 Power spectra of themeasured pressure fluctuations near the shoulder (S/D = 0.4) of the hemispherical
forebody configuration (line: black-clean hemisphere with no spike, red-hemispheremounted with a sharp spike
of l/D = 1.5 and d/D = 0.12) at a supersonic freestream Mach number of M∞ = 2.0.
As seen in Table 2, with the increase in spike diameter (d), the values of the pressure loading (ζ) and associated cd
increase. The reason for this is probably the increase in the strength of the reattachment shock. These findings are
consistent with the postulates made regarding the reattachment shock strengths based on time-averaged shadowgraph
images. A gradual reduction in the values of pressure loading (ζ) with increase in the spike length up to l/D = 1.5 can
also be seen in Table 2. Here again the reason is probably the reduction in the strength of the reattachment shock. These
findings are also consistent with the cd measurements and the postulates made from the time-averaged shadowgraph
images as l/D increases. Furthermore, the pressure fluctuation intensity (κ) is reduced with an increase in the spike
diameter. It can be observed from Table 2 that the value of κ increases with increase in the spike length up to l/D = 1.5
and remains almost constant as l/D increases.
Table 2 Details of the measured drag coefficient (cd) and the calculated pressure loading (ζ) and pressure
fluctuation intensity (κ) in the hemispheremountedwith different spike configurations at a freestream supersonic
Mach number of M∞ = 2.0.
Spike No
l/D = 1.0 d/D = 0.12
Configuration Spike d/D = 0.06 d/D = 0.12 d/D = 0.18 l/D = 0.5 l/D = 1.5 l/D = 2.0
cd(±5%)
(Drag Coefficient)
0.8 0.5 0.52 0.54 0.67 0.43 0.49
ζ(±5%)
(Pressure Loading)
2.89 2.8 3.2 3.5 4.1 2.6 3
κ(±5%) (Pressure
Fluctuation Intensity, %)
1.6 12 11 8 8 14 13
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Effect of the spike diameter (d):
The instantaneous frames of time-resolved shadowgraph images captured over a hemisphere mounted with a sharp
tip spike of different diameters (d) and lengths (l) are presented in Figure 15a and b. From Figure 15a it can be seen
that with the increase in d/D, the size of the large-scale structures (see Figure 4) formed along the free shear layer is
reduced. This, in turn reduces the strength of the convecting shocklets (as shown in Figure 4) formed along the free
shear layer resulting in lesser oscillation of the reattachment shock.
Spectral analysis has been made using the measured pressure fluctuations at the location near the shoulder of the
hemisphere (S/D = 0.4, see Figure 7) for all cases considered. The effect of change in spike diameter (d) on the power
spectra is presented in Figure 16a. Broad band spectra for all the cases are exhibited with higher amplitudes compared
to the case with no spike. In particular, the range of frequencies between 2-8 kHz seems to be amplified and is probably
associated with the amplification of shear layer instabilities. The difference in the spectra with change in the d/D is
noticeable at a range of frequencies around 5 kHz. As also observed from the time-resolved instantaneous shadowgraph
frames, the intensity of the shock related unsteadiness is reduced with increase in d/D. The highest/lowest intensity
of the power spectra is observed for the spike with a minimum/maximum diameter of d/D = 0.06/0.18, respectively
(blue/yellow line of Figure 16a).
Effect of the spike length (l):
Similar studies have been conducted in order to investigate the effect of the spike length (l) on the time-resolved flow
features around the hemispherical spiked body configuration. It is observed that the size of the large-scale structures
formed along the free shear layer is slightly increased with an increase in the spike length up to l/D = 1.5 as shown in
Figure 15b. A further increase in the spike length to l/D = 2.0, does not affect the size of the large-scale structures.
With increase in l/D, the flow separation point on the spike stem moves downstream along the spike and thereby
increasing the separation shock angle. As mentioned in the previous section, this leads to a lower reduction in the Mach
number behind the separation shock. Consequently, the convective Mach number across the shear layer is increased as
reported by Slessor et al., [41]. This leads to a lesser growth rate of the shear layer. Lower growth rate reduces the
size of the large scale structures and thus the observation of increasing pressure fluctuations intensity (κ) as shown
in Table 2. Similar trend but to a lesser extent is observed in the power spectrum (Figure ??b) over the hemisphere
mounted with the sharp tip spike of different l/D. As explained earlier, with the increase in the spike diameter (d), the
flow separation point moves upstream resulting in the reduction of the length of the shear layer. This in turn reduces the
growth of the large-scale structure formed along the shear layer. In addition, increase in d, further reduces the angle
formed by the re-circulation region at the point of separation, thereby reducing the flow turning angle required ahead
of the reattachment point. Thus the power spectrum (Figure 16a) from the unsteady pressure measurements shows a
decreasing trend for increasing d.
The effect of the spike diameter (d) and spike length (l) on the shock related unsteadiness discussed so far is
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Fig. 16 Power spectra of themeasured pressure fluctuations near the shoulder (S/D = 0.4) of the hemispherical
forebody configuration showing the effect of (a) spike diameter (d/D) and (b) spike length (l/D), at a supersonic
freestream Mach number of M∞ = 2.0.
based upon the results obtained from the time-resolved instantaneous shadowgraph images and the unsteady pressure
measurements. Furthermore, an attempt has been made to verify our findings using modal analysis of the time-resolved
shadowgraph images. For that purpose, both POD and DMD analysis have been carried out and the dominant energetic
spatial mode (Φ1 (x, y)) and dynamic temporal mode (α [Θ (x, y)] , f ) have been computed for the case of a hemispherical
forebody mounted with different spikes. The dominant energetic spatial mode [Φ1 (x, y)] represents the corresponding
time-averaged flow field image as shown in Figure 17. Only time varying dominant flow features are observed in Figure
17. The absence of leading edge shock in the dominant energetic modes verifies the fact that it is steady. The horizontal
distance between the extrema of the colour contours near the separation and reattachment shocks in Figure 17 marks the
extrema of shock oscillations. It is observed that the phenomenon of separation and reattachment shocks oscillation
exist in all the investigated cases of spike mounted hemispherical forebody configurations. However, the magnitudes
of the separation and the reattachment shocks oscillation (Figure 17a) are found to be of similar magnitude with the
change in the spike diameter (d) with ∆x/D = 0.15 (separation shock) and ∆x/D = 0.20 (reattachment shock). In
addition, the existence of opposite band of colour contour (for example in Figure 17a-iii, the separation shock has
blue-red contour band and the reattachment shock has red-blue contour band, but of similar magnitude in ∆x/D), means
that the oscillations of the separation and reattachment shocks are strongly coupled and have negative correlation [36]
(or out-of-phase shock motion). Such kind of observation are consistent with the conclusions provided in [39] in regards
to a charging and ejection of fluid mass in the recirculation region for the forward facing step in a supersonic stream,
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where a distinct out-of-phase movement of the separated and reattachment shocks are seen. In case of varying spike
length (l) as shown in Figure 17b, the shock oscillation intensity is observed to be decreasing and the coupling between
the separation and reattachment shocks weakens. These observations corroborate with the shadowgraph images shown
in Figure 9 and Figure 15.
Fig. 18 The dynamic spectra observed from the DMD (Θ(x, y)) analysis for the hemisphere mounted with a
sharp tip spike of (a) different spike diameters (d/D) for l/D = 1.0 and (b) different spike lengths (l/D) for
d/D = 0.12 at a freestream Mach number of M∞ = 2.0.
The dynamic spectra have been obtained from DMD for all the considered cases, and they are compared in Figure 18.
The findings from the DMD analysis are consistent with the spectral contents obtained from the pressure measurements
(see Figure 16). From the analysis of Figure 18, it can be seen that the unsteadiness associated with the hemispherical
spiked body configuration reduces with increase in d/D (see Figure 18a). The sharp tip spike having the maximum d/D
has the least shock related unsteadiness. On the other hand, the intensity of the shock related unsteadiness is increased
with increase in the spike length up to l/D = 1.5 as shown in Figure 18b. A further increase in l/D to l/D = 2.0,
does not affect the intensity of the shock related unsteadiness and remains almost the same as in the case of l/D = 1.5.
Hence, our findings from the modal analysis supports the postulates made from the time-resolved shadowgraph images
and unsteady pressure measurements.
B. Effect of spike tip geometry
In the previous section, we have shown the effect of the diameter (d) and the length (l) of a sharp tip spike on the
time-averaged and time-resolved flow features generated around the hemispherical spiked body. From the parametric
studies conducted so far, the sharp tip spike with l/D = 1.5 and d/D = 0.12 is found to be the most effective one in
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Fig. 19 Schematic showing the primary geometrical parameters of the hemispherical tip spike on a hemispher-
ical spiked body configuration. Different base shapes of the hemispherical spike tip is shown: (a). Vertical base,
(b). Circular base, and (c). Elliptical base. The origin is at the spike tip. Flow is from left to right.
terms of drag reduction (see Figure 12b) but it generates a considerable amount of shock related unsteadiness (see
Figure 16b-yellow line). Similarly, the sharp tip spike with l/D = 1.0 and d/D = 0.18 generates the minimal amount of
shock related unsteadiness (see Figure 16a-yellow line) but the drag reduction in this case is quite low (see Figure 12a).
In order to devise a compromised spike geometry having a better drag reduction while generating a minimal level
of shock related unsteadiness, the tip of the sharp spike has been altered. Based on the investigations of the shock
related unsteadiness over the hemispherical spiked body configuration and the parameters influencing the level of
unsteadiness, a suitable spike tip of hemispherical shape with different base shapes (vertical, circular, and elliptical) has
been adopted. Hence, further experiments have been conducted on a hemispherical spiked body configuration with a
spike of hemispherical tip having its radius being equal to the diameter of the spike stem (d). The overall length of the
spike is kept equal to the forebody diameter (l/D=1.0). The effect of the spike length and the spike stem diameter with a
hemispherical spike tip has not been investigated in the present study. The geometrical details of the hemispherical
spike tip with different base shapes are shown in Figure 19.
Table 3 Details of the measured drag coefficient (cd) and the calculated pressure loading (ζ) and pressure
fluctuation intensity (κ) in the hemispherical forebody mounted without and with spike tip of different shapes
(l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12) at a freestream supersonic Mach number of M∞ = 2.0.
Spike Configurations cd(±5%) ζ(±5%) κ(±5%), %
Without spike (hemispherical forebody) 0.8 2.89 1.6
Sharp spike tip (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12) 0.52 3.2 11
Hemispherical spike tip (vertical base) 0.36 2.04 10
Hemispherical spike tip (circular base) 0.38 2.11 12
Hemispherical spike tip (elliptical base) 0.39 2.22 11
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1. Investigation of time-averaged flow field
The time-averaged images (through the operation of
I¯ − Irms) obtained from set of 1000 shadowgraph images
captured at a high frame rate of 43000 Hz and exposure time of 2 µs are shown in Figure 20. The formation of a detached
weak bow shock ahead of the hemispherical spike tip (see Figure 20b-d) unlike the attached separation shock formed
from the spike body (see Figure 20a) in the case of a sharp tip spike is observed. From the time-averaged shadowgraph
images, it is noticed that the intensity of the reattachment shock is reduced by changing the shape of the spike tip from a
sharp tip to a hemispherical tip. This would in turn lead to a reduction in the level of the surface pressure distribution
over the hemisphere and thereby reducing the associated forebody drag. The surface pressure distribution measured
over the hemispherical body mounted with a hemispherical spike tip is shown in Figure 21. A reduction in the surface
pressure level to a considerable extent is observed for the case of hemispherical spike tip in comparison to the case of a
sharp tip spike. The peak of the pressure plot corresponding to the reattachment point is seen to move downstream (see
the solid trend lines in Figure 21). One of the primary reason is due to the increase in the size of the re-circulation
region associated with the vertical movement of separated free shear layer caused by changing the spike tip geometry.
The separated free shear layer from the hemispherical spike tip now forms a smaller separation angle with the body axis
so that the flow leaves the forebody tangentially and hence the downstream movement of the reattachment point. A
reduction in the flow turn angle near the shoulder of the hemispherical forebody due to the downstream movement
of the reattachment point results in lowering the strength of the reattachment shock and a reduction in the associated
level of the pressure distribution (see Table 3). In addition, the formation of a detached bow shock wave ahead of the
hemispherical spike tip reduces the Mach number to a greater extent and again weakens the strength of the reattachment
shock formed further downstream near the hemisphere forebody. The reduction in the surface pressure distribution
and increase in the size of the re-circulation region should result in a further reduction in cd. As tabulated in Table 3,
a reduction in cd is indeed observed by 55% and 35% in comparison with the forebody having no spike and with a
sharp tip spike (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12). As the spike base changes from vertical to circular and elliptical, the gross
flow features remain the same. However, from the static pressure measurements (Figure 21), elliptical base shows a
slight increment suggesting a little higher reattachment shock strength. The values of cd is also little larger (Table 3),
primarily due to the fact of slightly higher ζ but also due to the fact that the base surface area is considerably increased.
2. Investigation of time-resolved studies
In order to investigate the effect of changing the geometry of spike tip on the shock related unsteadiness, time-resolved
studies have been conducted. The instantaneous shadowgraph images‡ captured at different time intervals over a
hemispherical body mounted with a spike having a hemispherical tip of different shapes are shown in Figure 22. It
can be observed that the generation of a detached shock and the location of the flow separation point just behind it
‡Corresponding time-resolved shadowgraph video file is given in the supplementary under the name ‘video8’, ‘video9’, and ‘video10’.
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Fig. 20 Time-averaged shadowgraph image obtained through the operation of
I¯ − Irms for the hemispherical
forebodymounted with (a) a sharp tip spike (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12), (b) a hemispherical spike tip with a vertical
base (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12), (c) a hemispherical spike tip with a circular base (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12), and
(d) a hemispherical spike tip with an elliptical base (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12) at a freestream supersonic flow
Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Dominant flow features: 1. Attached leading edge shock, 2. Separation shock,
3. Re-circulation region (smaller), 4. Reattachment shock, 5. Detached bow shock, 6. Re-circulation region
(larger), 7. Separated free shear layer. Flow is from left to right.
Fig. 21 The effect of spike tip on the coefficient of the measured wall static pressure (Cp = 2(P − P∞)/γM2P∞)
over the hemispherical forebody without and with spike of different spike-tip shapes (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12) at
a freestream supersonic flow Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Solid line shows the trend.
on the shoulder of the hemispherical tip, cause the elimination of the separation shock and there by the shock-wave
turbulent boundary layer interactions (SWTBL) are restricted. Consequently, only weak shocklets are formed and are
barely visible in Figure 22a. For different base shapes, the gross flow features remain the same. Furthermore, the
large-scale structures formed along the free shear layer are observed to be smaller in size for the case of a hemispherical
spike tip when compared to the structure associated to the sharp tip spike of the same length. A comparison of
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instantaneous time-resolved shadowgraph images§ captured over a hemispherical body mounted with a sharp tip spike
and a hemispherical tip spike is presented in Figure 23. The presence of weaker shocklets and the reduction in the size
of the large-scale structures by changing the spike tip geometry from a sharp tip to a hemispherical tip means that a
reduction in the intensity of the shock related unsteadiness is possible.
Fig. 22 Instantaneous shadowgraph images at different time intervals around a hemispherical forebody when
mounted with a hemispherical tip spike (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12) of different base shapes: (a) vertical, (b)
circular, and (c) elliptical at a freestream supersonic flow Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Dominant flow features:
1. Detached bow shock, 2. Re-circulation region, 3. Weak shocklets, 4. Large-scale structures in the separated
free shear layer, 5. Reattachment shock. Flow is from left to right.
To further support the above-mentioned possibilities, unsteady pressure fluctuations have been measured at the
location near the hemisphere shoulder (S/D = 0.4) for the hemispherical body mounted with the hemispherical spike tip.
As Tabulated in Table 3, a reduction of 39% in the value of ζ is observed. Similarly, the pressure fluctuation intensity (κ)
is also reduced to 10% for the case of the hemispherical tip spike which is a bit lower compared to the case of the sharp
tip spike of same l/D and d/D. The pressure spectra obtained from the measured pressure fluctuations are compared in
Figure 24 with those obtained for the case of a sharp tip spike of l/D = 1.0 and d/D = 0.12. It can be clearly seen that
the intensity of the shock related unsteadiness is reduced by changing the spike tip geometry to a hemispherical tip from
a sharp tip spike. While changing the base shapes of the hemispherical spike tip, smaller variations are observed. The
§Corresponding time-resolved shadowgraph video file is given in the supplementary under the name ‘video2’, and ‘video8’.
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Fig. 23 Instantaneous shadowgraph images showing the comparison of the dominant flow features observed
around a hemispherical bodymountedwith (a) a sharp tip spike (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12) and (b) a hemispherical
tip spike (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12), at a freestream supersonic flow Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Dominant flow
features: 1. Attached leading edge shock, 2. Separation shock, 3. Shocklets (stronger), 4. Recirculation region
(smaller), 5. Detached bow shock, 6. Shocklets (weaker), 7. Recirculation region (larger). Flow is from left to
right.
communication of wave-fronts/disturbances from the forebody to the separated free shear layer is partially blocked
in case of the vertical base and it is not blocked in the case of circular and elliptical base. This results in continuous
communication of disturbances which results in increasing κ (Table 3). The free shear layer separates almost near the
vertex of the vertical base, whereas it separates slightly downstream for the circular and elliptical base. Such a movement
changes the re-circulation region size and reattachment point location. These changes results in slightly higher ζ (Table
3) for the circular and elliptical base. Observations from Figure 24 is also in accordance with the above statements.
Furthermore, both POD and DMD analyses have been carried out for the case of a hemispherical body mounted
with a hemispherical tip spike of different base shapes, and the dominant energetic spatial mode and dynamic temporal
mode have been computed. The dominant energetic spatial modes obtained for the hemisphere mounted with a typical
sharp tip spike and with the hemispherical tip spike are shown in Figure 25. The elimination of the separation shock is
observed and a reduction in the intensity of the reattachment shock strength by mounting a hemispherical tip spike
can be clearly seen from the dominant energetic mode shown in Figure 25b-d when compared to the intensity of
reattachment shock strength generated in the case of sharp tip spike (see Figure 25a). The out of phase correlation
between the separation shock and the reattachment shock oscillation existing in the hemispherical body mounted with a
sharp tip spike is absent when changing the spike tip to a hemispherical tip of different base shapes. Furthermore, it can
be observed that the dominant spatial mode is mainly concentrated around the leading-edge shock for the modified
spike tip geometry of different base shapes. The findings from the DMD analysis (see Figure 26) have also been found
to be consistent with the spectral contents obtained from the pressure measurements (see Figure 24). The reduction
in the intensities of the broad band of spectra in the range of frequencies from 1000 Hz to 5000 Hz by adopting the
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Fig. 24 Power spectral densities measured near the shoulder (S/D = 0.4) of the hemispherical forebody
configuration without and with spike of different spike-tip shapes (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12) at a supersonic
freestream Mach number of M∞ = 2.0.
hemispherical tip spike of different base shapes can be observed in Figure 26. This reduction in the amplitude of the
broad band of frequencies indicates the reduction of the shock related unsteadiness. For circular and elliptical base
shapes, the values are higher for reasons told in the previous paragraphs. The results from POD and DMD supports the
observations from the qualitative and quantitative measurements.
Fig. 25 Dominant energetic spatial mode [Φ1 (x, y)] obtained from the POD analysis of shadowgraph images of
the hemispherical body configurationmountedwith (a) a typical sharp tip spike (b) a hemispherical spike tipwith
a vertical base (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12), (c) a hemispherical spike tipwith a circular base (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12),
and (d) a hemispherical spike tip with an elliptical base (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12), at a freestream supersonic
Mach number of M∞ = 2.0. Flow features: 1. Steady/weakly moving detached bow shock, 2. Re-circulation
region, 3. Separated free shear layer and reattachment shock interaction zone, 4. Absence of separated shock
motion and mildly unsteady separated shear layer, 5. Oscillating reattachment shock (weaker), 6. Unsteady
separated shear layer, 7. Unsteady reattachment shock, 8. Moving separated shock, 9. Moving reattachment
shock (stronger). Flow is from left to right.
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Fig. 26 The dynamic spectra observed from theDMDanalysis (Θ(x, y)) for the hemispherical forebodymounted
with a typical sharp tip spike and a hemispherical tip spike of different base shapes (l/D = 1.0, d/D = 0.12) at
a freestream Mach number of M∞ = 2.0.
VI. Conclusions
Some of the major conclusions from the present study are:
1) Variations in the forebody static pressure, drag coefficient (cd), and shock related unsteadiness are observed by
mounting a drag reducing spike of different geometrical parameters.
2) Increase in the spike stem diameter (d) results in a minor decrease in the amount of cd reduction, whereas the
increase in the length (l) of the spike shows a significant increase in the amount of drag reduction up to a certain
length (l/D=1.5; d/D=0.12).
3) The intensity of the shock related unsteadiness is decreased with increase in d/D. With increase in l/D the
intensity of the shock related unsteadiness increases marginally up to a spike length of [l/D]=1.5. A further
increase of the spike length up to l/D = 2.0 does not affect the intensity which remains approximately unchanged.
The existence of the shock related unsteadiness in each case of a sharp tip spike is verified by modal analysis.
The spatial and temporal modes obtained from POD and DMD analyses, show similar trends as obtained from
the measured unsteady pressure spectra. The sharp tip spike with the maximum spike diameter of d/D = 0.18
shows the minimum level of shock related unsteadiness. However, cd values experienced for the same case is
comparatively higher due to stronger reattachment shock strength as the separation point moves.
4) The spike tip geometry of spiked hemispherical bodies has a major effect on the drag reduction and shock related
unsteadiness. All the three spike base shapes (vertical, circular, and elliptical) produce comparable reduction in
drag and shock related unsteadiness. It has been shown that by using a hemispherical tip spike of vertical base
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shape, a significant reduction in drag is achieved. Also, a significant reduction in the level of pressure loading
and a slight reduction in pressure fluctuations intensity have been observed. The reason for the above findings is
probably due to the elimination of the separation shock upon the mounting of the hemispherical tip spike and the
consequences of larger re-circulation region and smaller structures from K-H instabilities.
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